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Kick-Start Loans! 
Budget: $34,800 – fully funded 

Update: 
This is a revolving loan scheme in the village of Bufombo, Uganda. 
Groups of 30 women (and a few men) are given business training and 
small loans to improve or build their businesses. They are then 
mentored and encouraged through group meetings and by our 
partners who hold regular meetings with loan participants. The aim is 
to focus on the poorest in the community, so they can gain self-worth 
and live dignified lives and break free from poverty. The focus is on 
becoming self-sufficient, including paying school fees and improving 
health through better nutrition and access to medicines.  

Over this period, a community committee of five was formed to select suitable candidates, the “active” poor who are 
keen to start but lack the funds and skills. 150 people were selected and broken into five groups. The groups were 
provided with three days training in business identification and evaluation, making a simple business plan, risk and 
finance management and savings and loan payments. During this initial six months, funds have been disbursed in two 
phases, the first in September and the second in December. Loans are to be paid back (starting in the next 6-month 
period) with a small amount of interest, for ongoing training in business improvement and marketing, customer service 
and keeping accounts, and some administration. As loans are repaid over the next 12 months, they become available 
for a further loan or for others to borrow.  

Our partners say, “This is a highly effective way to help the poor through a revolving scheme, whereby participants 
become self-sustaining after 18 months and then others in the community can be helped. The loans, business training 
and moral support through mentoring make such a difference in the lives of the participants.” 

Mugide (left) told her story to our partners: I have a husband and 5 children. I 
was unable to access any funds so I borrowed money from a shark loan at 
25% per month to sell fruit and vegetables. I worked for several years without 
seeing any profit other than paying the loan back. I was afraid as the loan 
sharks threatened to take away our small mud house when I failed to pay the 
money on time. After hearing about the Kick-Start Loans I was so thankful. 
Already in a short time I have managed to get a stall where I sell my 
vegetables and fruits instead of walking for long distances every day to sell 
fruits in my hand and on my head. I have even purchased a small fridge and I 
have electricity in the room. Already there is a big change in my business and 
this will give me money to educate my children and care for the family.”  

There is a noticeable positive difference in the community. People are 
meeting together to share ideas on how to improve their businesses, and 
they are even creating new projects together. Thank you from Mugide and 
the loan participants in Bufombo!  

Some of the loan recipients 
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